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Catering trends 2020: 18 developments in catering
interior

Which next major trends in catering interior are coming? A new freedom is created among
designers of the hotel and catering industry. Bold, outspoken and increasingly diverse
concepts are becoming visible. The freedom of style, color, material and personality has
one condition, according to our tour of important designers from nine countries. It must
be sustainable, preferably circular. All catering trends 2020 of our (inter) national panel at
a glance.

1 Sustainability and circularity
Sustainability must be an important trend if we are still interested in life on our planet. Many designers share this
opinion of Helge Docters van Leeuwen of HDVL Design Makers from Hilversum. "Why should we demolish a
building to build a new one, just because the immediate profit makes it plausible? Offices, churches, factories and
even prisons can be turned into hotels where people want to stay, "says Docters van Leeuwen. David Scott from

Scott and Scott Architecten from Vancouver adds: 'Sustainability is not a trend, but a priority and a necessity. There
will be more sustainable designs, with respect for the materials. "
Maurits Leeflang and Nina van Rietschoten from Horeca Sfeermakers: 'Breeam, the instrument for integrally
measuring and assessing the sustainability of new and existing buildings, is currently the highest attainability in
terms of sustainability. You see an increase in energy-efficient buildings. " The design agency from Vlaardingen is
currently working on the complete design of the Van der Valk Hotel Schiedam which fully meets the requirements
of Breeam. Leeflang and Van Rietschoten: 'This is not only reflected in the materials, but also in the lighting. The
idea is that everything is energy efficient, also for humans. The interior lighting must be adjusted so that people are
always in a pleasantly lit environment. "
The designers Allen Chan, Anwar Mekhayech and Matt Davis of DesignAgency in Toronto note that many projects
are not (yet) really sustainable. "As the environment continues to come under pressure, we expect this trend to
continue and develop further." The design office in Toronto is working on an eco-resort in Irth, Prince Edward
County in Ontario. "When it's done, it's one of the few Canadian ecological lifestyle resorts."

Sustainable and circular designs will only increase in the future. Interior at Cardboard in Mumbai is made of
cardboard. Photo: Mrigank Sharma, India Sutra

2 Bringing nature inside
Hospitality businesses bring nature inside. "The use of plants is very fashionable," says Gerben van der Molen of
Stars Design in Schiedam. Antonio Larosa of Benchmark Contract Furniture in Arizona blames the use of greenery
in the company on the expansion of cities, so that buildings replace
natural areas. Larosa: 'We see many natural elements in the interior of hospitality to create a more sustainable and
feeling of healthy, wellness and relaxation. Guests experience themselves closer to nature. In the interior we see not
only water features, live plants and trees and richly filled planters, but also the use of natural and sustainable
materials such as wood, stone and fibers.

In restaurant Botania, nature is emphatically present through plants, organic forms and earthy colors, mixed with
green and red. Guests can relax and escape the noisy environment of the city of Valencia. Photo: Fernando Alda

3 Design is closer to the entrepreneur
The catering concepts are closer to the entrepreneur himself. 'Far less attention is paid to what the neighbors are
doing or what the trend is. Not the umpteenth hip tent, but the demand for its own design. We are looking for a more
future-proof look and not what is hip now or in next year, "says Luuk Verlint of Oneseventree. With the use of
materials, the Amsterdam design agency tries to respond to this by looking for and researching new
combinations. Verlint: "That's how you get beautiful materials as a replacement for real marble, 100 percent

recyclable and so much more interesting."
Michel Ruijgrok from Estida in Amsterdam adds Verlint: 'In our work we are always looking for the story of the
entrepreneur and sparring together to come to the story that suits them and / or the location. It is great if a timeless
and sustainable design is created. That is perhaps also the trend, more classic luxury, art deco, fin de siècle. A
catering concept that has more depth, may cost more and is therefore more sustainable. You are unknowingly
influenced by trends, but that is never a starting point for a good concept. "
Ruijgrok has noticed for some time that the sober industrial look makes room for exuberant concepts with a
story. 'The entrepreneur wants to tell a story, generate feelings or make a statement (story telling). Exuberant in a
colorfully pronounced industrial look or classic, chic or eclectic. ' Exuberant concepts tie in with the following trend.

Plek Nmgn in Nijmegen is a viewing restaurant. The senses are stimulated by looking for items with the initial letter
'P'. 'You can see everything we like in Plek. It has been arranged and furnished entirely according to our ideas, "says
owners Marcel and Jacqueline Aalbers. Photo: Sten de Bruijn, Image Size

4 Instagrammable, outspoken and daring
Designers notice that Instagrammable-design is at the top of the wish list of many hospitality entrepreneurs. One
photo that is worth more than a thousand words. One image that can capture the soul of space. And that the guest
then shares it, as a moment where friends came together, where the day was experienced.
Docters van Leeuwen of HDVL Design Makers from Hilversum: 'This' forces' designers and entrepreneurs to create

bold and distinctive concepts. Our half-second attention to each image encourages designers to create scenes that
attract attention in an instant. Social media such as Instagram, Pinterest and Facebook create trends by massively
sharing these ideas. "
Van der Molen from Stars Design: 'So much is happening and it is all so different. Concepts are set up extremely
simply to stand out and to be instagrammable, such as The Streetfood Club in Utrecht and Thomas in Eindhoven. '
The designers of Horeca Sfeermakers agree with this. They mainly see that there is not one particular trend, but that
everything can and may, as long as it is outspoken and special. 'We feel the homely feeling is going away. You want
a total experience in the hospitality industry that you just can't find at home. "'What you see are beautiful materials,
fantastic dishes and distinct interiors. Interiors look boutique-like and chic and at the same time are very comfortable
and accessible, "says Leeflang and Van Rietschoten.

Ter Marsch & Co in Amsterdam has a distinct design with an eclectic mix of colors, patterns and flowers.

5 More freedom in design, material and color
The trend of pronounced and daring interiors means that there are no restrictions on the use of materials and colors
in a design. Designers are challenged to work with new materials. Verlint van Oneseventree: 'Entrepreneurs are open
to new ideas, materials and designs. This makes more interesting combinations possible. We feel that there is more

freedom in design, color and material. It is less easy to stick a label on a design and that benefits the originality and
freshness of a concept. It also reinforces the trend resistance."

Rum Club in Utrecht has no limitations in the use of materials and colors in the design.

6 Experience
'Guests are spoiled nowadays and expect an' experience 'in one word. This applies to the food and non-food product
that is supplied, as well as to the interior concept, "says Edzo Bosma of Interior Consult in Haarlem. Roelfien Vos
from Roelfin Vos interior Design & Architecture in Amsterdam responds to this. 'Thinking in concepts that offers
the guest a special guest experience is a trend that you can no longer ignore in this time. The classic experience of
luxury is passé. Experience is not so much in luxury as expensive materials or solutions, but in other things. The
new definition of luxury in 2020 is convenience, service and experience. "
Docters van Leeuwen agrees. 'It sounds obvious, but we design the space for the guests, the users. What is more
important than their experiences? The guest would like to stay in a prison or factory to have a unique experience. It
is then not necessary to keep everything clean and tidy. After their special experience, the guests will undoubtedly
tell the story or share it on social media. '
Brenda Bent and Karen Gable of Bent Gable Design in Toronto: 'Guests want carefully composed and compelling
(eating) concepts, where all the senses are stimulated: from instagrammable design elements to special food
concepts. Time is precious and guests now more than ever choose places that reflect that. The Toronto duo also

mentions that art and creativity in all its forms help to support and stimulate experience.
Millennials also have a major influence on the 'guest experience' trend. Roland Adrio of Dexter Moren Associates in
London: 'Millennials are redefining how they live and explore the world. Their adventurous nature means that the
trend towards experiential hospitality will continue for many years. Millennials are looking for personal
enrichment. They are attracted to concepts that reflect their sensitivities and views on the environment and social
issues. "

At Vandal in Rotterdam it's all about experience: from interior, dishes to service.

7 Architecture and interior in dialogue
The combination of architecture and interior play an important role in distinguishing your company. "Hospitality
entrepreneurs and brands understand that very well," says David Thompson of Assembledge. According to the
designer from Los Angeles, the emphasis is on the overall overall experience.
Thompson: 'Hotels, restaurants and bars use the exterior and interior to offer their guests a unique experience and to
create a' destination location '; 'a spot on a map'. Both design and architecture continue to play an important role in
creating the ethos and general atmosphere of a business. "
Docters van Leeuwen also sees a growth in integrated designs, where the interior and architecture of a building are
really in dialogue. 'This can be in harmony or in contrast, but it must be challenging to talk to each other. They will
be more and more connected instead of just two layers from the same story, "says Docters van Leeuwen.

8 Vegan
In addition to the fact that vegan restaurants and dishes are shooting up like mushrooms on the menu, this year the
world's first vegan hotel suite was launched at the Hilton Bankside Hotel in London. Erik Remmers of Art2Go
Interieurprojecten in Baarle-Nassau: 'Millennials are becoming more aware of their lifestyle and what is in their
food. From time to time they want to be able to make a more conscious choice. Menus are therefore also being
expanded with more vegetarian options and healthier drinks. '
In response to guest feedback - an increasing need for sustainability - Hilton London Bankside created the first
'Vegan Suite' in collaboration with design experts Bompas & Parr. The suite offers a completely vegan experience,
from a plant-based check-in counter to vegan-friendly beds, eco-linen and an eco-cotton carpet. The use of leather,
wool and feathers is completely avoided when developing the hotel room.
Only vegetable-based material was used. A large part of the surfaces in the hotel room is covered with a piñatex
material. This is an alternative to leather made from fibers in pineapple leaves. The material is used for the couches,
pillows and the headboard of the bed, among other things. Feathers as stuffing material have been replaced by
bamboo fibers, organic buckwheat and millet seeds.

The world's first vegan hotel suite at Hilton Bankside in London uses only plant-based materials. Photo: Hilton
London Bankside

9 To go and delivery
"Which trend has been going on for a while but now seems to be taking off, is to go and delivery," said Leeflang and
Rietschoten from Horeca Sfeermakers. Compared with earlier, 75 percent of requests from the design agency consist
of projects based on to go or delivery. Leeflang: 'This market is booming and you can see that there are unwise
many opportunities that mainly want to deliver a top product for people at home. Seats in the store are still present,
but the ratio is really much more 'to go' than 'eat in'. ' The appearance, layout and layout of these items are different
from the usual restaurants.

10 Internationalization in designs
Internationalization within concepts is the biggest trend that Bosma sees from Interior Consult. 'An example is the
Nhow RAI hotel in Amsterdam under construction. All continents are represented in the hotel rooms. The early
trade routes of the VOC were chosen as the basis. In six different directions, room concepts refer to these continents
in a playful way down to the smallest details, "says designer Bosma.

Internationalization within concepts is a trend. At NHow in Amsterdam all continents are represented in the hotel
rooms. The lamps are made from PET bottles. Photo: NHow / Design: Interior Consult

11 Hotel chains open sub-brands and existing brands are replaced by new
ones
Not only restaurants and cafés, but also hotels have challenges due to the demands and wishes of the guests of
today. Designer Bosma sees through this that hotel chains are looking for attractive concepts. He says: 'In addition to
the existing brands, we are seeing more and more sub-brands being launched, aimed at the more demanding
guest. Brand Ibis Styles, in addition to the well-known Ibis hotels, is a good example of this. ' The Haarlem founder
of Interior Consult believes that in the short term the old brands will also be replaced by new ones. 'Take the Hilton
Royal Parc Soestduinen, for example, which Interior Consult is currently completely renovating into a Double Tree
by Hilton. The owner has found more space within the Hilton Double Tree brand to be able to launch his own
concept. '

Accor launched the Jo & Joe brand this year. In Paris-Gentilly it is a multifunctional place to meet, drink, eat, cook,
relax, work and sleep. Photo: Abaca Corporate, Thierry Sauvage

12 Emergence chains where the second and third case is a copy of the first
Verlint van Oneseventree has noticed a rise in chains. 'And they must be recognizable. It is a pity that this
recognition is often translated by the entrepreneurs with copy work. There are so many possibilities to implement a

concept in the second or third case without continuing the first design one-on-one. This is also a task for the
architect and designer to show (see) this to the client ', says Verlint.

13 Multifunctional and flexible
Work and private life are increasingly merging. People want to be able to do everything in a hospitality business:
work, relax, eat, drink, sleep, meet, work out. This development has been going on for a few years and is evolving
according to many designers.
Ana Milena Hernández Palacios and Christophe Penasse of Masquespacio in Valencia: 'We are evolving towards an
all-in-one concept where hotels offer a whole package for tourists and locals alike. The communal area of the hotel
is no longer an area that is blocked by a reception, but an open space that meets multiple needs of the guests.
" Designer Vos adds: 'Different functions are being integrated more and more, such as the lobby bar. The
conservatory hotel in Amsterdam is a good example of a hotel with a multifunctional common room. It invites you
to meet for a business meeting with a cup of coffee or to read the newspaper. " Lyndon Neri and Rossana Hu van
Neri & Hu Design in Shanhai and Neil Knowles of Elektra Lighting Design in London underline all this. 'Spaces are'
fluid '. Coffee, meetings, work, dining, drinks: the guest does not have to travel. The space is flexible and can be
used in a multifunctional way. "
Michael Ankava from Studio Mu in Tel-Aviv sees the importance of building a community for the future. Because
of the digital world, people have less personal contact and social interaction. Here is a role for the hospitality
industry. Trends have a direct relationship with people and social issues. Ankava: "People need a place to meet and
communicate in the digital age."

The Slaak in Rotterdam is a place where both tourists and locals can work, relax, have lunch, drink, dine and
sleep. Design: HDVL Designmakers

14 Personalization
Personalization continues to play a role in all kinds of areas. Guests want personal attention. They want to be seen,
heard and surprised. In addition, every person has a need and taste for others. Art2Go Remmers: 'In a time where
(online) data is collected about you everywhere, a guest expects a personal approach when he goes out. The guest
wants to feel more special instead of being one of the guests. "
Technologies are being introduced for more efficient service, not only in use, but also for guests. Guests want a
more tailor-made service that meets individual needs. "In hotels we see a growing trend of technical
elements. Automation makes a lot possible in the field of service, from self-checking in and ordering to lighting
preferences, 'says Bent and Gable. The designers at Bent Gable Design see that it becomes more important for
guests to feel that they are part of the process of their environment. Trends that are really focused on the guest are
well received. Roelfien Vos agrees: "In hotels you see a personal approach in a homely environment that encourages
the guest to invite friends."
Louie Sison of Wilson Associates in Dallas also says that service, solutions and interior are more focused on what
the guest wants. 'I foresee the elimination of too many choices. The experiences of the guests in the hospitality
sector will be more specific, focused on the guest, "says Sison. Catering spaces are personalized with the help of
new technologies and smart product design.

15 Local and story
Another trend that has been around for a few years and is still playing is 'local' and 'storytelling'. Just as restaurants
work more with local products, the design also becomes more local. Erik Remmers of Art2Go: 'This development
will continue for a while. People value that food comes from local suppliers. The story may also be told so that the
guest knows which farmer the steak comes from and where the ingredients of their vegetarian pasta come
from. ' Moreover, by working with local designers, suppliers and artists, you increase the awareness of the guest's
experience of where he is. "Stories of materials, openness and transparency are the key words," says Verlint van
Oneseventree.

16 Authenticity
All design trends are focused on creating an authentic experience. Imitation in whatever form is completely
outdated. "Something fake is no longer accepted," says Kurt Hereygers of Not Before Ten in Antwerp. "It used to be
a bit tighter, but nowadays it must all be authentic," really. Guests have become more demanding and pay more and
more attention to the total concept, "says the Antwerp designer. Authenticity is also the most important according to
Judith van Mourik of Judith of Mourik Interior architecture in Rotterdam. 'Guests do not want things where the
decor and appearance is a backdrop. Parc Broekhuizen is a good example of authenticity. The style of the interior
fits in perfectly with the environment, location and concept. It is real, and no decor. The combination of modern and
classical elements makes it very new and fitting again. " The total experience in the case is correct.

Parc Broekhuizen is a good example of authenticity. The style of the interior fits in perfectly with the environment,
location and concept. Design: Judith van Mourik Interior architecture

17 Mono concepts and more specific kitchens
Hereygers from Not Before Ten signals the emergence of mono concepts, where one product plays the leading role,
such as the avocado at The Avocado Show. 'One restaurant specializes in steak, while the other only offers the better
pizzas. The trend therefore goes to real, fresh and total experience, "says Hereygers.
Horeca Sfeermakers sees a growth in more specific kitchens. Leeflang and Van Rietschoten: "Look at poké bowl,
but also Indian street food." The design is adapted to these concepts.

18 Eye-catcher in the business: old versus new
"Entrepreneurs see that a design item completes the interior," says Maureen Woudstra of Studio Hank. "In addition
to being an eye-catcher in space, a design item can also provide a strong basis for the concept." Colleague Maureen
Mak adds: 'The search for an (old) special object is a real trend. Because more value is now attached to the interior
and basically everything can and may, the search for a special item is a great added value in the interior. We
regularly visit the thrift store or look at vintage design websites to find that one perfect item that can complete the
design and the story of the entrepreneur. '
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